First-principles study of CO adsorption and vibration on Au surfaces.
A CO stretching frequency analysis is presented for the adsorption of CO on various Au(110) surfaces from density functional theory calculations. The structure sensitivity of the adsorption has been studied by considering the unreconstructed (1 x 1) surface, the missing-row reconstructed (1 x 2) surface, the vicinal stepped (20) surface, and the adsorption on adatoms deposited on the (110)-(1 x 2) surface. The calculated CO stretching frequencies are compared with infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) measurements carried out at room temperature and pressure below 1 atm. The overall stability of the systems is discussed within the calculations of surface free energies at various coverages. At room temperature, the adsorption of CO on the ridge of the missing-row reconstructed surface competes in the high pressure regime with more complex adsorption structures where the molecule coadsorbs on the ridge and on adatoms located along the empty troughs of the reconstruction. This result is supported by the CO stretching frequency analysis.